
Project-Presentation Avalon

Date Name Institution Adress Outcome

06.08.2009 MigrantInnenverein St. Marx 

Pulverturmgasse 4/2/R01, 1090 Wien 
Eingang Sobieskigasse 28-30
Tel.: 01/ 641 81 45
Fax: 01/ 602 03 87
Kontakt: Hedwig Binder (Tel: 0650/ 36 86 602)

The organisation is interested in our project, but they don`t have 
a lot of people who are interested in english courses. But they 
know people who would be interested in a german course. 

20.08.2009
10:30 Uhr Kompetenzzentrum

Nordbahnstraße 36/Stg.1/3. Stock Lifttüre bei 
Beratungszentrum, 1020 Wien

They are interested and maybe have participants with A2 level. 
Generally they are interested in the project, and want to know 
about all courses we make. 

25.08.2009
10.00 Uhr Ams Baden (Hr. Kahrer) Josefsplatz 7, 2500 Baden

 They are interested in the project. Mr. Kahrer will inform all his 
co-workers about our courses, and tell them to pass the 
information on to their clients. They want us to send info material 
to them. 

27.08.2009
9:00 Uhr Ams Berndorf (Fr. Froidhofer) Leobersdorfer Straße 2, 2560 Berndorf

They think that our project is very interesting. Mrs. Froidhofer will 
inform all her co-workers about our courses, and tell them to 
pass the information on to their clients. She wants us to send info 
material to them. 

31.08.2009
11 Uhr AMS Hollabrunn (Hr. Pop) Winiwarterstraße 2a, 2020 Hollabrunn

 They are interested in the project. Mr. Pop will inform all his co-
workers about our courses, and tell them to pass the information 
on to their clients. They want us to send info material to them. 

01.09.2009
10:00 Uhr Ams Kärnten (Hr. Haberl) Rudolfsbahngürtel 42, 9021 Klagenfurt

 They are interested in the project. Mr. Haberl will inform all his 
co-workers about our courses, and tell them to pass the 
information on to their clients. They want us to send info material 
to them. 

05.09.2009
17:00 Uhr DZMP Slowenien Cesta 4. julija 58, 8270 Krško

They are interested, they have already one person who wants to 
participate. 



08.09.2009
10:00 Uhr Terra (Hr. Kolm)

Windmühlgasse 26
1060 Wien

They think that the project might not be so interesting for their 
clients, because most of them live in Austria for some time 
without speaking any foreign language except their mother 
tongue (often not even german). Some clients might want to 
make the effort of learning a new language, but not many. The 
project would be more interesting for the people working for this 
organisation - there are already some people interested in 
participating. 

09.09.2009
11:00 Uhr Ams Wien (Hr. Ressl)

Landstraßer Hauptstraße 55-57
1030 Wien

Mr. Ressl is very interested in our project and very open to virtual 
learning methods. He will pass the information about our project 
to all his co-workers and all other AMS Branches in vienna. 

10.09.2009
14:00 Uhr

Waff (Fr. Theresia Pirklbauer)
Förderung beruflicher 
Entwicklungschancen

Nordbahnstraße 36/Stiege1/3. Stock
1020 Wien

 They are very interested in the project. Mrs. Pirklbauer will 
inform all her co-workers about our courses, and tell them to 
pass the information on to their clients. They want us to send info 
material to them. 

11.09.2009
11:00 Uhr Ams Eisenstadt (Hr. Pinter)

Ödenburgerstraße 4
7000 Eisenstadt

 They are interested in the project. Mr. Pinter will inform all his co-
workers about our courses, and tell them to pass the information 
on to their clients. They want us to send info material to them. In 
the beginning of 2010 there will be a person working in this 
company who is focused on further education programs - I 
should inform him about our next courses. 

14.09.2009
12:50 Uhr

Ams Oberpullendorf (Hr. Anton 
Mol)
Hr. Mol: 0664/8413691

Spitalstraße 26
7350 Oberpullendorf
1. Stock, Zimmer 17 (nach Stiege links)

I held a speech in front of everybody working in the AMS 
Oberpullendorf. So all co-workers know about our project and will 
pass the information on to their clients. They also got info 
material from us. 

16.09.2009
13:00 Uhr Verein Viele

Rainerstraße 27
5020 Salzburg

They are interested in the project, 3 of their co-workers want to 
participate in an Avalon course. 

24.09.2009
14:00 Uhr

Ams Steiermark
Hr. Manfred Buchberger

Babenbergerstraße 33
8020 Graz
5. Stock. 

AMS Steiermark is very interested in the Avalon project - they 
have already e-learning courses. There is a special company for 
further education in charge of these projects - the bit 
schulungscenter. They want us to talk to them about the project 
and will contact them about it. 



05.10.2009
14 Uhr Ams Salzburg

Auerspergstraße 67a
5020 Salzburg

The two people in charge of further education programs, Mrs. 
Posch and Mrs. 
Zierlinger, were very interested in our project and will pass the 
information on to their clients. One of they also would be 
interested to take part in one of our courses in the future. 

12.10.2009
bit schulungscenter 
Nfg GmbH & Co KG

Kärntner Straße 337
A-8054 Graz

They are interested in our project and explained their e-learning
project to us. They want to know about our courses in the future 
and will pass the information on to their students. 


